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About the Author
I trained as a chemical engineer. I have worked:


15 years with Exxon Mobil overseas and in Australia



15 years with BHP’s oil and gas division as Senior Advisor Facilities
and Operations



with Jemena as Commercial Manager for the Queensland Coal Seam Gas Pipeline



with the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) as Gas Planning Principal



as an energy systems researcher with the University of Melbourne
Energy Institute.

Presently I am a self-employed Home Comfort and Energy Advisor, researcher, and
writer. I have, over the last decade, consulted in over 1,000 Victorian homes, helping
Victorians to make the most relevant home improvement investments and behaviour
changes. I provide this submission as an independent person. Opinions expressed
are my own. The submission detail is largely based on my research at the University
of Melbourne, on my engineering experience in the oil and gas industry, and on the
consulting that I currently perform in Victorian homes.
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KEY POINTS OF THIS SUBMISSION


Electrification of Victorian homes is already underway, because there is
big money to be saved.



Victorians who are not already “in-the-know” need information.



Peak winter electricity supply concerns should not slow electrification

Electrification of Victorian homes is already underway
Today in Victorian homes and other buildings, money-saving electrification
is already underway.
Evidence of this includes the constant discussions among our membership at
My Efficient Electric Home accelerating beyond 32,000 members (1).

Already, Victorian homeowners and renters are enjoying big financial benefits (as much
as $1,000 per year per home, and even more in some cases) (1,2,3), by


applying energy-efficiency options in their homes



fuel-switching away from burning gas



using electrically-driven heating, for example using renewable-heat-collecting
reverse-cycle air conditioners (or as they are known outside of mainland
Australia “heat pumps”).
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Collectively, large financial incentives on the scale of hundreds of millions of dollars per
year across Victoria already exist for Victorians to move from gas to electrically-driven,
renewable-heat, collecting options (2,4), i.e. heat pumps.

Information can help more Victorians enjoy the benefits of electrification, faster
The transition away from burning gas will accelerate as Victorians become better
informed about the money savings possible. Given below are examples of current
information campaigns by AGL, the Victorian Government, and the Australian Energy
Foundation.
Further channels of communication need to be opened to inform Victorians. Distorted
and not-completely-factual advertisements by the gas industry should not be allowed to
slow this transition.

AGL website: https://discover.agl.com.au/your-home/setting-new-home-benefits-electricity-gas/
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Victorian Government website: https://www.solar.vic.gov.au/planning-all-electric-home-1

AEF website: https://www.aef.com.au/news/aef-news/2018/11/why-its-important-to-transition-to-an-allelectric-home/

Peak winter electricity supply concerns should not slow electrification
In an effort to preserve their business-as-usual and to slow the pace at which Victorians
realise the financial and other benefits of electrification, with no in-depth analysis
the gas industry is quick to raise doubt with the spectre of ‘how will we manage growing
demand for electricity during peak winter hours?’
Fortuitously, as stated in the Discussion Paper (5), at present, peak Victorian winter
electricity supply/demand (8 GW observed on 20 July 2021) is only 75% of what has
been seen in summers past (10.6 GW on 29 January 2009) (6). Therefore, greater
electrification allows more productive year-round use of the existing electricity-supply
infrastructure.
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Independent in-depth analysis of benefits and costs is needed
An independent analysis of the longer-term transition to electrification needs to be
sponsored the Victorian Government.
As more Victorians use reverse-cycle air conditioners for winter heating, and even more
significantly as Victorians electrify other aspects of their lives including electric-vehicle
transport, peak-winter electricity demand is likely to grow. But further, with population
and economic growth, peak summer electricity demand will also continue to grow. Both
summer and winter future needs should be considered so that a year-round view is
formed.
Importantly, any increase of peak winter electricity demand might not be as significant
as early limited analysis has suggested (7) because the following factors must be
properly considered:


the large impact of energy efficiency and comfort-enhancing measures possible
in Victorian homes, given the poor current state of millions of Victorian homes
and of older electrical appliances (8)



the large use of electricity by gas heating systems (for powering air blowers)
that will be eliminated as homes move off gas (8)



the remarkable efficiency of modern reverse-cycle air conditioners, ranging
to Coefficient-of-Performance (COP) as high as five, or as commonly stated
“500% efficiency” (9)



the present widespread use of resistive-electric heating (with COP of only one),
using up to five times as much electricity as do heat pumps, that can be reduced
as Victorians learn of the superior financial performance and capability of heat
pumps (10)



the potential for peak demand management measures including using:
o

in winter using the increasingly-common electricity-demand-response
measures, which to date have often been aimed at managing summer
peak demand

o

batteries and energy storage technologies of all sizes, from household
to grid-scale, including batteries housed in electric vehicles

o

other emerging methods of managing peak electricity demand within
a given home or other building (11)
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the significant impact on peak electricity demand that is posed by the future use
of electric vehicles.



increasing summer peak electricity demand.

It is an open question how quickly peak winter electricity demand will reach any supply
constraint and what will be the costs and benefits involved with


using heat pumps for space and water heating



reducing electricity demand (i.e. via energy efficiency measures)



managing electricity demand (i.e. demand response measures)



lifting electricity-supply constraints as they arise to allow the benefits of greater
electrification to be realised.

Little analysis of the benefits of electrification and the costs of managing future peak
electricity demand has yet been done for Victoria. Therefore, this submission calls on
the Victorian government to commission independent techno-economic analysis.

Historical Victorian electric home medallion

Conclusion
In conclusion, highly-economic Victorian home electrification is already occurring.
In order that more Victorians can enjoy savings on the scale of hundreds of millions of
dollars per year, the possibility of potential future electricity supply constraints should
be studied and plans made to take action that will allow the expected high degree of
Victorian home electrification.
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